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From Recyclable Brushes to Exhibition Cafés:
How Design Thinking Changed My Way of Solving Problems

Introduction

A minor problem faced on our daily lives might turn out to be an inspiration for a better
life for all, if one is aware of the ways of design thinking. Instead of deciding what’s best for
people in an ideal world we imagine, we shall empathize with the world surrounding us, define
some problems or improvable situations and collaboratively search for new ideas. These are the
steps I took for the following study in which I realized young artists should be provided with
spaces to work and an open environment to share and discuss their work with locals.

Step 1: Empathy

The process started with “A Day in Life” method. We, the students, were asked to
capture at least three problems, personally faced. I noticed these three: The ferry I took was so
crowded that I felt the need to sit on the floor; preparation of a garlic sauce was torturous due to
the nature of the plant… And even though oil painting was my passion there was nothing to be
passionate about the brush cleaning part of it, other than it being a very interesting problem to
solve. As a product designer, my initial solutions were kinds of “self-cleaning brushes” or
“practical brush cleaning units”.

Before setting up a research, during a painting session where I had to work on a giant
painting, comparing to my previous work, I realized my environment was not flexible enough for
this, and small paintings that I could produce comfortably were not enough to become a real
professional. Moreover, my brushes were that hard to clean, because the paint dried on them, as
they are mostly forgotten for long periods of time when I had to focus on making a living.
Suddenly, my problem transformed into something else, it wasn’t the dirty brush; it was being
unable to make a mess that’s required for production; it was being unable to afford a place where
I could just staple big canvas fabrics on the wall; it was the fear of not having an audience for my
work. The need I felt to create beautiful things and express emotions were threatened by being
stuck on a computer screen in the form of pixels.

At this point I had to make sure, if these were real and generalizable problems, not just
some lame excuses to avoid responsibilities that any human faces while chasing a dream. So I
asked. I had 6 interviews for the beginning. Three of my interviewees were professional artists
and craftsmen, and the other three were new graduates who dreamt to be like them. I paid
attention to avoid asking “would you use if there was a free workshop just around the corner?”,
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instead my questions focused on assessing their needs and the unachieved projects due to lack of
space/ tools / time, the difference of a production tool at bedroom, a production space at home
and a seperate place to produce; the workshop qualities of schools, the need for a workshop,
sharing space and experience and lastly İstanbul’s density and transportation problems.

My interviews with new graduates were online. I sent text documents, with open
questions and received the answers in the same media. However, I preferred to visit professionals
in their workshops, as this was also an opportunity to observe their work environments. The
interviews I prepared were semi-structured, I knew what I wanted to know but I preferred a
chat –like sincere conversation to a strict interview. It was very advantageous to be seen as an
apprentice by them. My main concern was to figure out if the problem I detected had a major
solution when they were launching their career, would it have helped to ease their road to
success. Or in fact what factors let them make the jump.

I didn’t use voice or video record, as I preferred writing notes and taking photos. This
made me focus on what’s actually discussed.

My conclusions from this part of research were the following:

1. The art you prefer to focus on, is not a decision to make. it’s a very character-
based passion.

2. Contact with the material, is important for both designers and artists, to be stuck
with digital is a talent-killer.

3. School facilities are mostly good quality, but access problems make them useless
mostly.

4. The professionals shared a workshop at a point in their life, but preferred isolation
later.

5. People tend to prefer a separate building for workshop. Distance is very important,
but too distant is not a good thing either.

6. A temporary workshop is demanded too.
7. Some foundations to support artists by providing them a place to stay, in

exchange of good quality art, already exists mostly in Europe.
8. Some attempts for shared workshops for different disciplines have been made in

Turkey too. their business models can be examined for the problems to solve.

The empathy process continued for more. I have found out about BASAD, a Bakırköy
based artist guild and I have had the opportunity to chat with an artist. Event though she had the
opportunity to work in the guild’s workshops, she had her own workshop physically very close
to it, and she didn’t share this information with any of her fellow artists. I observed and took
notes while she had a student reproducing a still life. Simply put, BASAD’s workshops failed to
satisfy a passionate artist, for many reasons, access problems being the primary one. This caused
the artists in that area of town to look for cheap places to work, and sometimes, just free. A free
workshop is a friend’s workshop. And her life experience made her afraid of being exploited
especially about working spaces.
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I have than participated to a workshop of sketching costumed models. It was set in an
apartment designed as a dance studio. Even though there was a large space and multiple chairs,
one could feel these weren’t enough.

Later I had the opportunity to meet a jeweler in Grand Bazaar, whose main complaint
was others’ success in online sales, while he really lacks the marketing, rather than the talents.

I did not just get the replies to my initial questions, we discussed more, and I had the
chance to observe more and ask about their workshop experience. While these interviews helped
me construct the problem, the details became more important later in the design thinking project
when it was time to reevaluate interviews for an empathy map.

Step 2: Define

At this stage I felt the design thinking squiggle right inside my head. My brain was
confused; my thoughts were complicated. I did not know what to do with information and it still
felt like a very personal problem for which all my solutions were personal too. I had the idea of
setting up the perfect workshop even though all the people I interviewed especially complained
about an access problem. I had to distance myself from the project itself and focus on the design
thinking methods to reach a plainer and more defined point.

Then I met “This is Service Design Thinking” prepared by Stickdorn and Schneider. The
book itself is a design thinking project, therefore a collaborative effort to edit the ultimate
textbook for service design thinking. Despite the name, it does not define service design thinking,
it includes basic principles of the concept mainly by telling the story of the creation process of
the book itself, it includes some commonly used tools with tags of which stages they are
preferable, and it also has a chapter for case studies. So if one has interest in using one tool, they
can skip to suggested page number and see how that method is implemented.

And in this book I met, AT-ONE.

“AT-ONE has been developed during the past four years as part of a research initiative to
improve service innovation” and it “…focuses on the differences between products and services”
(Clatworthy, 2013) According to the book, AT-ONE process is usually run as a series of
workshops, having the potential to come up with innovative ideas in any of the following:

1- Actors
2- Touch points
3- Offerings
4- Needs
5- Experiences
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At this point I have decided my solution could only be a business model, and to come
closer to an innovative idea for it, I needed to use AT-ONE. So I looked for the right questions to
asks, and methods to use for each letter.

I’ve decided before brain storming sessions, with an extensive research that actors could
be defined on a stake holders map, touch points (the interactions between actors at this point)
could be explained on a mind map, offerings could be discussed by 5 why - 5 how method, needs
should be organized by an empathy map, and the best way to describe the planned experience is
“Tomorrow headlines” and I prepared my questions accordingly.

Step 3: Ideate

As a group of 9 designers we had conducted workshops for multiple projects at the same
time. Each one of us were provided with 20 minutes. It was a short amount of time that required
wise use. I brought a paper roll, post its and markers. I cut 4 long pieces and wrote ACTORS,
TOUCH POINTS, OFFERINGS and EXPERIENCE on them. I described the process and my
problem to participants. They were already familiar with the empathy stage and some of them
were eager to share their opinions. I focused on applying the methods right and did not want to
influence the participant for better or worse.

a-My question for actors was simple: “Write down anyone, but ANY one, who can be
even remotely related to this service”. There were plenty of answers that could easily be
grouped. So, the 5-minute brain storming did actually work well. They had a variety of
artists listed, such as craftsmen, wood-iron workers, ceramics artists, jewelers,
enthusiastic- young, talented artists, sculptors… Also sponsors, some foundations that
could sponsor, supplier, cleaning people, critics, locals, magazines, and galleries… none
of them were forgotten and more were mentioned.

t- For touch points I intended to work with a mind map, but due to time restrictions,
participants rightfully preferred to just stick post-its for whatever they could come up
with. My question was “imagine any interaction between any of the actors”. Looking
back to it right now, it would definitely be better to have time between the first step and
this, because the question would mean more when actors were already defined, and they
could empathy with them. There could be roleplaying sessions to have a clearer
understanding. However, the replies were still very workable with. Some of the
significant notes were “theme parties” “live broadcasting of activities” “announcing the
artist of the day / month” “student competitions” “concept ideation seminars” and a long
list of motives for people to come and visit such place where art is shared.
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o- Offerings caused a bit of a confusion, coming right after touch points. I could hardly
manage to describe the difference between two. However, it was clear after a point that
we wanted to make people an offer they can’t refuse. Things that could just be found here.
The keywords that came out of this part were: workshop, where you can interact with
other artists, accessible 7-24, a place where you can bump into a random exhibition,
technique exchange, renting a work room together so it is cheaper and so on… At this
point I thought I could pick random post-its and a Why-How session could be held, as It
would produce a discussion that could help for more ideas to come out. But time is the
enemy.

e- Starbucks does not just sell cups of coffee, it sells an image, a feeling an identity, an
experience. Experience in at-one is used as an abstract mood, rather than interaction. So
I thought, we should imagine how we want to feel as a part of this organization. And the
best way to do this, seemed to be a service method called “tomorrow headlines” which is
a method described as “…fictional articles published on magazines or journals that the
designers imagine by projecting themselves in the future and trying to understand what
kind of impact the service will have on society” by servicedesigntool.org. So I asked the
participant to come of with headlines and adjectives, they would like to hear on the news.
The results were headlines like “They Widen Horizons” “Art becomes a part of daily
life” “A new art wave is being created” “The center to discover yourself” and adjectives
like collective, creative, liberal, socialist, trend, collaborative, experimental and so on…

You might have noticed “N” for needs is missing, but due to my need for speed, I
decided to exclude it from the workshop and use the data I acquired in empathy stage to define
them.

The Outcome

After the brainstorming sessions, I wrote down everything on the post its as a list and
worked on producing meaningful diagrams for each letter and sum up all the process in a solid,
presentable format which is one step before a working business model. Back to a – t – o – n – e:

a- A stake holders map was the best method to analyze my input. It looks like a Venn
diagram, and is very commonly used to describe services. I had 6 main groups, Artists,
Locals, Press, Maintenance, Finance and an Organization Committee in the focal point. I
placed everything on the list, either in main groups or intersections. The result is a clear
explanation of who are required to provide such a service and inspires for more.
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t- I placed the groups of actors on an empty page and placed the findings of workshop in
between the related groups as curves. A previous work on optimizing digital social
customer experience of De Clerck, inspired me for this outline as a touch points map but
I still adapted it for my own purposes.

o- This step required me to come up with two sets of defined ideas, based on the brain
storming outcome. The first was a set of rooms: a room for group work, an isolated room,
a room with a bed, and a room with tables – artwork and people. With a friend, we
discussed why and how, in 5 steps. This is also a common method used for different but
still similar situations. I wished to adapt this to my project to provide depth and ways to
make it work. The second set of offerings included where and how the buildings would
be located: a single center, a center & multiple branches, multiple buildings without a
center. We decided to use pro-con method to evaluate the efficiency for these offerings.
So these diagrams will help to decide, which buildings to rent, and how to design the
interiors.

n- I used an empathy map to define needs. An empathy map has six categories under
which I just wrote whatever I took notes of during my interviews. This wasn’t a personal
project anymore, so my needs did not matter. Therefore, I categorized my initial data
acquired by interviews under these headlines: think and feel, see, hear, say and do, pain
and lastly gain. This aims to give a better sight of what is demanded by the artists.

e- I just placed the outcome on a newspaper. It helps to provide an achievement feeling.

What Would I Do Differently?

I could interview more people and make them fill out the empathy maps in the first place.

I could have a longer workshop with a variety of people, including the artists, my target
audience, and perhaps with more than just post-its and markers, maybe some role-playing and
video recording. So every step of the process would get the attention they deserved and actually
could be even more collaborative therefore more suitable for the concept of design thinking.

Conclusion

It was a nice journey to walk, from the pain of cleaning brushes to the gain of a service
that I am excited about. Asking people actually takes the burden off of the shoulders, makes the
whole process more democratic. The methods are there to guide and help for critical and
confusing situations one would not be able to come out of, without the experience and wisdom of
them. Although design thinking can be used for products too, it was very lovely to let it guide me
to the actual solution, which was not a product, even though I was programmed to think that way.
Acrostics poems are not that horrible if the first letters are read AT-ONE.
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